WINNER TAKES IT ALL (BOWLING) - from Graham Clinton

- 1 set up stumps x yards apart depending on age group.
- 1 person bats for as long as they can until they're out.
- Bowlers queue up behind cone (Q in diagram attached).
- When fielders field ball, they can join the bowling queue.
- Have a few tennis balls active at the same time so a new ball can be bowled every few seconds.
- Put cones out to mark out 'no go' area for fielders (safety).
- If fielder catches ball, they can bowl whereas the bowler gets the wicket and so gets to bat.
- Encourage fielders to field ball because then they get to bowl which gives them chance of batting!

Adaptations - particularly if batter isn't getting out:
- Multiple sets of stumps to aim at
- 1 hand 1 bounce
- Must hit ball through certain cones to stay in